Based on Agreement concluded on 5 July 1992, authorised representatives of the Commissions for exchange of the war prisoners accept

AGREEMENT

on mutual release of the prisoners along the line

"all for all"

1. Both Commissions accept that all prisoners on both sides will be immediately released along the line “all for all” and latest by 15 July 1992.

2. In presence of the UNPROFOR representatives, on 11 July 1992 at 12:00 hours both Commissions will exchange the lists of the prisoners requested by each side.

3. Latest by 13 July 1992, both sides will send the lists of the prisoners not located in detention units and the prisoners who disappeared or who got killed during combat actions. In order to prevent abuse from both sides, the lists of disappeared, dead and unregistered persons will be determined along the line “one for one”. The lists will be identified in the presence of UNPROFOR.

4. Persons whose names are not found on the lists and are detained on both sides will be unconditionally released latest by 20 July 1992. The implementation of this regulation will be supervised by UNPROFOR.

5. In case that one of the sides already released the prisoners from the lists, it will be responsible for providing certificate on release to the other side.

6. The whole agreement will be implemented under supervision and through the mediation of UNPROFOR.

7. Both sides reserve the right to get an insight into the prisons or home addresses from the list along the line of random sample under supervision of UNPROFOR.
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